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Abstract
We show that a broadband Fabry-Perot microcavity can assist an emitter coupled to
an off-resonant plasmonic nanoantenna to inhibit the nonradiative channels that affect
the quenching of fluorescence. We identify the interference mechanism that creates the
necessary enhanced couplings and bandwidth narrowing of the hybrid resonance and
show that it can assist entering into the strong coupling regime. Our results provide new
possibilities for improving the efficiency of solid-state emitters and accessing diverse
realms of photophysics with hybrid structures that can be fabricated using existing
technologies.
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The excited state of a quantum emitter can decay radiatively via spontaneous emission
of photons or nonradiatively in a process called quenching. The interplay between these
two decay channels crucially determines the application potentials of solid-state emitters
such as organic molecules, semiconductor nanocrystals or color centers.1 While spontaneous
emission is known to be enhanced or inhibited by photonic environments,2 the nonradiative
decay channel is usually thought to be an intrinsic property of the emitter and its immediate
surrounding.
The best-known modification of radiative rates is the so-called Purcell effect, where a
quantum emitter is coupled to a conventional resonator of quality factor Q and mode volume
V .3 When the atom-photon interaction rate becomes larger than both the cavity loss rate
(κ) and the atomic coupling rate to other competing modes, one also can reach the strong-
coupling regime (SCR),2 where photonic and atomic excitations are coherently exchanged
and hybridized.
A more recent alternative approach for accessing the Purcell effect or the SCR places
the emitter in the near field of plasmonic nanoantennas.4–9 However, the close vicinity of
the emitter to metals results in dissipation and substantial coupling to higher-order multi-
polar antenna modes,10,11 which in turn, causes an increase in the nonradiative rate that
is faster than those in the radiative decay.6,10 So far, few nanoantenna configurations6–9
have succeeded in accessing interesting radiative effects in competition with the nonradia-
tive channels.
In this Letter, we study the coupling of a quantum emitter to a hybrid structure consisting
of a Fabry-Perot (FP) resonator and a plasmonic nanoantenna. Figure 1 sketches an example
of the proposed device using a gold nanocone antenna.12 Hybrid arrangements have recently
considered the combination of cavities with plasmonic nanoantennas for achieving Purcell
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Figure 1: (a) Sketch of the FP-nanoantenna hybrid: a dipole emitter close to a plasmonic
particle is embedded in a FP cavity. The axially symmetric cavity has a curved mirror radius
R and depth t spaced at length L. The emitter position is characterized by p and d, from
the origin O. Inset: Zoom of the emitter placed at distance s from a metallic nanocone of
length h, and tip and base diameters a and b, respectively. (b) Intensity distribution of the
detuned FP-nanoantenna mode (see also Fig. 2).
enhancement13–15 and strong coupling.16 In what follows, we explore regimes where both
radiative and nonradiative properties of an emitter are improved if a cavity is hybridized
with a strongly detuned nanoantenna. Importantly, we demonstrate that one can generally
counteract and control nonradiative channels from afar using a FP resonator. In contrast to
previous works, we also show that an emitter coupled to the hybrid compound resonance can
enter the SCR in configurations, where neither the isolated nanoantenna nor the cavity alone
would access this regime. Aside from a fundamental interest, these results hold promise for
practical applications, where the emitter quantum efficiency plays an important role.
To investigate the influence of the hybrid cavity-antenna structure on an emitter, we
examine the local density of states (LDOS). This electromagnetic quantity is connected to
the imaginary part of the Green’s tensor and thus to the power dissipated by a dipole, which
we calculate by means of full-wave computations with COMSOL Multiphysics.17 Figure 2
displays the normalized LDOS for a broadband FP-nanocone system (black squares) as
a function of the emission wavelength λ for an emitter that lies at ten nanometers from
the nanocone close to the antinode of the FP microcavity [see Fig. 1(b)]. Highly enhancing
nanoantennas, such as nanocones, facilitate reaching the SCR with moderately low-Q cavities
as shown below. We identify two main regions of enhanced LDOS in Fig. 2: a double-peaked
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Figure 2: LDOS for a FP-nanocone hybrid (black squares), a bare nanocone (green triangles)
and a bare cavity (blue circles) versus the emission wavelength (logarithmic vertical scale).
All are normalized to the LDOS in free space. The emitter lies at a s = 10 nm from a
nanocone near the cavity center (p = 150 nm, d = 280 nm, c.f. parameter definitions in
Fig. 1) with its dipole moment along the y-direction. The nanocone has a length, tip and base
of h = 140 nm, a = 20 nm and b = 60 nm, respectively. The cavity parameters (R = 2.5 µm,
t = 275 nm and L = 559 nm) give access to the second TEM00 mode (λ ∼ 809 nm) and
a hybrid TEM01∗ mode (λ ∼ 746 nm). The dielectric functions for the nanocone and the
mirrors were obtained from a Drude-Lorentz fit to experimental data on gold.12 The red
lines correspond to QNM calculations.17 Inset: Normalized LDOS for the detuned hybrid
QNM contributions at different mirror lengths L.
feature with a very broad linewidth at λ ∼ 750 nm and a narrower resonance around 820 nm.
It is instructive to compare the normalized LDOS to the same configurations of a bare
microcavity (blue circles) and an isolated nanocone (green triangles) in Fig. 2. The outcome
indicates that the broadband plasmon modes of the nanoantenna and two transverse cavity
modes with narrower linewidths interfere constructively to yield to two general scenarios:
a double-peaked structure for resonant modes coupling and a shifted cavity resonance for
off-resonant interaction. The latter frequency change at longer wavelengths is attributed to
the common cavity red shifts reported for small plasmonic nanoparticles.18 Notice that the
maximum LDOS values (∼ 3 ·103) for the off-resonant mode has been enhanced by one order
of magnitude with respect to the bare cavity mode and by a factor of three with respect to the
isolated nanocone over a fairly narrow bandwidth. This enhancement comes as a result of the
4
intermediate values of both the quality factor (Qhyb ∼ 150, Qcone ∼ 14, QFP ∼ 510) and the
mode volume of the hybrid resonance (Vhyb ∼ 3.6 ·10−3λ3, Vcone ∼ 7.2 ·10−4λ3, VFP ∼ 0.75λ3).
These features make the detuned hybrid mode very attractive for strong coupling as shown
below. Furthermore, the combination of the nanoantenna and cavity modes also leads to
dips in the LDOS values. Both the peak and dip result respectively from constructive and
destructive interference events known from Fano phenomena19 for two resonant systems with
antithetic bandwidths (Qcone ∼ 14, QFP ∼ 510).
An important and attractive aspect of the broadband hybrid cavity is that the enhance-
ment effect can be tuned to different frequencies over a very large spectral range by simply
adjusting the cavity length L (see inset in Fig. 2). In fact, it is remarkable that the LDOS
is enhanced to such a degree at over hundred nanometers wavelength detuning from the
antenna plasmon resonance, which in this case was set close to 750 nm. Intuitively, the
circulation of the optical energy in the microcavity compensates for the lower plasmonic
enhancement of the LDOS at a large detuning. We note that this phenomenon provides a
unique and novel means for external and selective manipulation of the emitter coupling to
plasmonic antennas.
To obtain a deeper insight into the different participating resonant modes and to evaluate
semianalytical expressions of the Green’s tensor, we also used the quasinormal mode (QNM)
approach that is based on a modal expansion and the Lorentz-reciprocity theorem.20 This
enables to determine the Purcell factor for single QNMs20 that is valid for any lossy resonator
(see implementation in ref17) and it is derived from the Green’s tensor with component
c2EE/2ω(ω− ωr − iκ/2),21 where E denotes the normalized field parallel to the orientation
of the dipole at its position,17 ωr is the QNM resonance real frequency, and κ = ωr/Q denotes
its fullwidth at half-maximum. The red lines in Fig. 2 represent the contribution from several
QNMs, showing an excellent agreement for the hybrid full-wave response, whereas additional
non-resonant modes would be necessary for describing the suppressed LDOS values with
respect to free space (cf. values below 1 for the blue circles). The double-peaked LDOS
5
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Figure 3: Quenching for the detuned FP-nanoantenna mode (black squares) as a function
of the separation distance s between the emitter and the nanocone, the latter remaining
fixed. Panel (a) considers emission at the Fano peak, λ = 820 nm, and (b) at the Fano
dip, λ = 806 nm. The green triangles display the bare nanocone results. The right inset in
(a) shows ξ at s far from the nanocone together with the bare cavity intensity along the y-
position, shown as reference. Left inset, scattered intensity map for a distance s = 40nm, and
analogously in (b). Panels (c) and (d) show both the normalized radiative and nonradiative
LDOS [LDOSr = (1−ξ)·LDOS and LDOSnr = ξ·LDOS, respectively] versus s, corresponding
to panels (a) and (b), respectively. The other configuration parameters remain as in Fig. 2..
arises as a result of the interference of two nearly resonant QNMs, consisting of a plasmonic-
like mode and an FP-like one with positive and negative values, respectively. Negative
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contributions are common features of nearly resonant QNMs,20 with the total sum remaining
positive and thus physical (cf. red line). On the other hand, the detuned peak is mainly
described by a single FP-nanoantenna QNM [cf. its intensity distribution in Fig. 1(b)],
whereas the broader off-resonant QNMs contribute to the destructive interference dip.
A severe general limitation of plasmonic nanoantennas concerns quenching of emission at
very small distances caused by nonradiative channels.11,22 To study the quenching behavior of
the detuned hybrid mode, we calculated the fraction of the LDOS that is dissipated (LDOSnr)
in the metallic nanostructure given by ξ = LDOSnr/LDOS as a direct measure for quenching,
where LDOSnr ∝ ∫ Im[]|E|2dr, and Im[] is the imaginary part of the permittivity of the
metal. Figure 3(a)-(b) displays ξ versus the antenna-emitter distance s at the Fano peak (a)
and dip (b) of the far-detuned hybrid mode shown in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3(c)-(d) presents both
the radiative and nonradiative components of the LDOS, together with the bare nanocone
results for comparison.
At the Fano peak [cf Fig. 3(a)], we find that ξ is stronger than the case of a bare nanocone
for s > 5nm and has a nearly constant value. This anomalous trend is in marked contrast to
the quenching behavior for a bare nanoantenna (green triangles), which commonly increases
in a monotonous fashion for smaller s .11 We attribute these findings to the concentration
of the field in the metallic structure [see left inset of Fig. 3(a)] caused by the constructive
interference of the nanoantenna and cavity modes, thus, resulting in an enhanced absorption.
The right inset in Fig. 3(a) shows that the circulation of the optical energy in the microcavity
can extend this effect even to separations comparable to a FWHM of the cavity mode
profile (blue curve), where quenching by a bare nanocone becomes negligible. We note
that, nevertheless, the structure keeps an overall good radiation efficiency of 1 − ξ ∼ 68%
over a large spatial range while the LDOS is enhanced by ten times with respect to the bare
cone [see Fig. 3(c)]. This radiative emission can be mostly collected by a FP mode with an
overlap of about 81% [see Fig. 1(b)].
Another impressive phenomenon occurs at the Fano dip, as presented in Fig. 3(b). Here, ξ
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acquires lower values than that of the bare nanocone case, exhibiting suppression of quench-
ing. The inset in Fig. 3(b) illustrates that in this case, the destructive interference of the
plasmonic and cavity modes lead to an intensity minimum inside the nanocone. This effect
makes the emitter highly efficient over a large distance range, e.g. 1 − ξ ∼ 98% at s = 40
nm. Figure 3(d) shows in more detail the involved competition between the radiative and
nonradiative rates of the hybrid structure at different emitter-antenna separations compared
to the bare nanoantenna case. The balance between emission enhancements and quenching
can be adjusted smoothly between the Fano dip and peak by varying the FP cavity length or
by changing the emitter-antenna separation. For example, the general quenching behaviors
are reversed for s < 5 nm due to the cavity radiative competition against quasistatic contri-
butions.22,23 These above-described cavity modifications are general and thus observable for
different nanoparticles (see more examples in Supporting Information).
We now present an example of an antenna-FP geometry that shows an amelioration of
the nonradiative channels and brings a single quantum emitter to the SCR. Here, we con-
sider a bowtie antenna7,24 compatible with fabrication on a flat cavity mirror [see Fig. 4(a)]
and an organic molecule with a typical natural linewidth of γ/2pi = 25 MHz at cryogenic
temperatures. We chose the antenna parameters (see caption of Fig. 4) to place its resonance
at λr = 690 nm and tune a moderately low-Q cavity resonance (Q=3400) at λr = 826 nm
in order to obtain an enhancing hybrid mode as discussed in Fig. 2. Figure 4(b) displays
the LDOS enhancement on the Fano peak of the resulting hybrid mode at λr = 831 nm,
whereas the red line shows the excellent single QNM approximation near resonance that
relates directly to the Purcell factor,20 reaching F = 2.7× 105.
Applying the macroscopic quantum electrodynamics and the Green’s tensor formal-
ism,22,26 we evaluate the resonance fluorescence spectrum for the composite structure within
the single QNM approximation and a two-level emitter (see derivation in ref22). Figure 4(c)
shows the spectrum outcome, which reveals a large peak splitting characteristic of strong
coupling. Using a single Lorentzian model,26 provided within the single QNM approximation,
8
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Figure 4: (a) FP-bowtie hybrid sketch. The flat cavity mirror has a glass dielectric spacer
of 120 nm and L = 504 nm, whereas the other parameters remain as in Fig. 1. The emitter
lies at the center of a bowtie antenna (p = 0 nm, d = 135 nm) with a 2 nm gap and 30 nm
thickness remaining on top of the spacer. The single particles (trapezoidal) have a length of
50 nm with tip and base sizes of 15 nm and 40 nm, respectively. We used the permittivity
of silver at T = 4 K from the Drude-Lorentz model described in Ref. 25 for the nanoparticles
and mirrors. The hybrid-detuned resonance frequency is 361 THz. (b) Normalized LDOS
(black squares) and single QNM calculation (red line) show the hybrid detuned mode for
the configuration described in (a). (c) Measurable spectrum of fluorescence for an emitter
of linewidth 25 MHz resonant with the detuned-FP-bowtie hybrid mode (blue line) versus
detector wavelength.
we can estimate and understand the coupling rate g and the condition g =
√
Fγκ/2 > κ/4
for entering in SCRs in terms of F , κ and the splitting 2g in the spectrum. In the case of
the bare cavity, Q = 3400, V = 0.44λ3 and κ = 6.7 × 1011 rad · s−1 lead to F = 587 and
4g/κ = 2
√
Fγ/κ = 0.7 < 1, i.e. outside the SCR. Similarly, in the case of a bare nanoan-
tenna, the very small mode volume of 4 · 10−5λ3, Q = 20 and κ = 1.4× 1014 rad · s−1 lead to
F = 39000 while 4g/κ = 0.4 remains well below unity (see their respective single-peak spec-
tra in Supp. Information). It is the cooperative-enhanced ratio of large F and fairly low κ of
the detuned FP hybrid mode (F = 2.7× 105, V = 9.6 · 10−4λ3r, κ = 2.3× 1012 rad · s−1) that
allows surpassing the strong coupling threshold to 4g/κ = 8.6, while achieving a high radia-
tive efficiency 1− ξ = 95% enabled by the cavity. This suppression of nonradiative channels
9
occurs precisely at the extreme close distances favorable for the SCR with bare nanoantennas
(see details in Supp. Information), showing a potential route to ameliorate the significant
nonradiative emission in plasmonic systems that hinders its photonic detection. In addition,
we note that F reported by previous hybrid cavity-nanoantenna structures14–16 are about
two orders of magnitude lower.
The features of detuned FP-antenna hybrids studied in this work are general and po-
tentially observable in previously proposed hybrid systems27–32 by including single emit-
ters,13–16 with different cavity geometries13–16,18,25,29,33 and nanoantenna structures.7,8 These
open new avenues in diverse research areas such as sensing, surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering, solid-state spectroscopy,29,34 and quantum optics.35 The resulting Fano resonances
at tunable frequencies can be used to improve the emission efficiency of solid-state emitters
such as organic molecules or color centers by selective enhancement of their zero-phonon
transitions.33,36 Important limits to the coupling in these hybrid systems are set by the an-
tenna scatterings and cavity losses15 that have no general analytical solutions. This calls
for an extensive research for optimizing the suppression of quenching on metallic nanoan-
tennas with ultimate radiative enhancements, e.g. in atomic enhanced nanoparticles.37 The
strong radiative enhancement also ushers in new studies of single-emitter coherent interac-
tions at ambient temperatures, where g =
√
Fγκ/2 > κ/4, γ∗/2. Here, γ∗ accounts for the
pure dephasing rate38 caused by phononic excitations, which typically ranges from 103γ to
105γ for solid-state emitters.36 In contrast to inefficient high-Q cavity approaches, where
the emitter linewidths exceed κ by several orders of magnitude,36 the high coupling rates
(g/2pi ∼ 0.1 − 1 THz) and large bandwidths (κ/2pi ∼ 0.1 − 1 THz) of the hybrid structure
could then potentially bring diverse solid-state emitters at room temperatures into the SCR
(e.g. for a SiV,36 γ/2pi ∼ 300 MHz and γ∗/2pi ∼ 103γ/2pi ∼ 1 THz, or for a molecule,
γ/2pi ∼ 25 MHz and γ∗/2pi ∼ 105γ/2pi ∼ 10 THz). This order of magnitude estima-
tion points to the accessibility of interesting phenomena with strong coupling as reflected
in diverse reports, e.g. strong single-photon nonlinearities,39 nonclassical processing,40,41
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Bose-Einstein condensation,42 unobserved optomechanical effects,43 and rare chemical reac-
tions.44,45 Another prominent possibility is to tune the near-field quenching and enhancement
caused by plasmonic and to extend these interactions to longer length scales. This opens
important doors for coupling many emitters to the same hybrid mode, facilitating investi-
gations of collective effects such as nonclassical correlations46 with enhanced dipole-dipole
interactions47 and in collective strong coupling phenomena48 that take place on femtosec-
ond scales at room temperature.7,8 Here, the tunability of cavity-antenna systems can be
particularly useful for modifying in-situ these collective interactions.22,44,45,48,49
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